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I 

t 
The most general form of the vector V, and axial-vector Aa 

components of the hadronic weak current J, = V,+ A, can be 
written (using only the lorentz covariance) as 

1 The six form factors containing all the information of the 

/ semileptonic processes ( 8-decay, muon capture, neutrino scat- 
2 tering processes, etc.) are functions of pa ,= (p: - pt )' : F ~ =  

2 1 = Fx (qa ) , where = 1 ,  2, S , A ,  P, T (Dirac, Paul=, sca- ~ lar, axial-vector, pseudoscalar and tensor form factors). 
1 weinberg/'/ classified the weak charged currents ( I ) accor- 
( ding to their properties under 0-parity transformation, which 

is the production of the charge conjugation operator C and the 
rotation of 180° around the 2-nd axis T2 in the isotopic 
space (G = Cexp (in Te )) . The first class currents (FCC) ,which 
are the dominant interactions and form the basis of the Stan- 
dard Model of the electroweak interaction, behave under the 
C-parity transformation as 

The second class current (SCC), being the serious problem for 
guage theories (see, for example, 12/ ) , behaves oppositly un- 
der the G-parity operation: 

In accordance with this classification form factors Fl, F2, 
FA,FP belong to FCC; and form factors Fs,FT, to SCC. 

In connection with the recent observation of tau-lepton 
decay modes, taking at the expence of vector ( r + 

+qnvr 'a/ ) and axial-vector (r+ &nur ' 7 1  ) hadronic SCC, the 
investigation of effects , induced by form factors Fs and FT, 
acquires a significant value. They can be observed in experi- 
mental study of angular and spin-angular characteristics of 
8-decay and muon capture processes. (One should note that the 



conservation of the vector current in CVC hypothesis requires 
that the SCC scalar form factor should be zero:Fs =O). Since 
the momentum transferred in the muon capture is much higher 
than in thep-decay, the muon capture process is preferab- 
le/8*9/ from the point of view of observation of SCC effects, 
although pure ef fectsl lo* l1 induced by the axial-vector se- 
cond class current exist in the @decay of mirror nuclei as 
well. 

Kubodera, Delorme and Rho (KDR) proposed a model for the 
/3 -decay of mirror nuclei/12/ which takes into account the 
contribution from nucleon off-mass-shell effects in the nuc- 
leus and the meson exchange SCC. The KDR model is based on 
the virtual decay of the w-meson:w+nev, (indication of the 
existence of the &-meson is given by the observation of de- 
cay r+ a n~,/~/ ) . Similarly, the decay of the virtual w-meson 
by the mode o+npvp should contribute when taking into account 
the SCC in muon capture by light nuclei. 

Furthermore, at present along with the SCC problem there 
are topical problems, like existence of a rest mass/l8/ of 
neutrinos of various types and the search for new methods 
of its determinati~n/l~-~~/. There are various methods for the 
experimental determination of neutrino (antineutrino) rest 
mass (see, for e~am~le,/13,~9,~0/ ). One of them, the most ac- 
tively used in recent years, is the method of tritium beta- 
spectrum endpoint measurement in order to determine the elec- 
tron antineutrino rest mass mce (see, for example, /19t19-22/ ). 
The upper limit of the electron neutrino mass my is obtained 
from the energy balance in the electron capture ty '"HO nuc- 
lei les/ (mVe 1550 eV). The limit for the muon neutrino rest 
mass hp is obtained from the pion decay le4/ (mvp 1500 keV). 
The upper limit for the tau neutrino rest mass is obtained 
from the tau-lepton decay in 3n*n0 and 5n*n0 12=/ (mvr 684MeV). 
A series of papers/14-18/are devoted to search for new (based 
on the study of angular and spin-angular correlation coeffi- 
cients) methods of obtaining information on masses of elect- 
ron /I4 - ''/ and muon /17018/ neutrinos. 

When the neutrino mass is estimated, the second class 
currents can be the source of background, while the mass mv 
in its turn, may affect the estimation of SCC parameters. 
Therefore, in order to understand the structure of the weak 
interaction of elementary particles, these two problems sho- 
uld be studied simultaneously with allowance for the possible 
correlation of effects induced by the SCC and mass m, . 

The present work is devoted to a simultaneous analysis of 
the influence of the muon neutrino rest mass and SCC on the 

asymmetry coefficient of neutrino emission with respect to the 
muon spin orientation in the polarized muon capture by light 
nuclei (A, Z ) : 

To calculate SCC effects basically induced by form factor 

Fp the impulse approximation/26/ is used, where the Hamilto- 
nian of the Gamow-Teller transition (the velocity of nucleons 
neglected) has the form /8*9/: 

- 2 
Here OF 7 1.023. lod m is the Fermi constant of the weak 
interaction (mpis the proton mass); A is the mass number; 
r j  and 3 ,  are the operators of jsotopic spin and spin matri- 
ces for the i-t) nucleo?; Q a  = (9, i E ,  ) is the 4-momentum 
transferred; ea(r 1 )  = ( f  ( r 1 ) , i $(ti ) )  is the leptonic current. 
The expression for t a  is employed here in the form 

where $,, and are the wave functions of the muon and the 
muonic neutrino. We take the radial wave function of the muon 
in the bound state of the muon in the mesoatom (K-orbit). 

Here the possibility of deviation of the muonic current 
from V-A-structure and the nonzero muon neutrino rest mass are 
taken into account; av and aA are the constants characterising 
the intensity of the vector and the axial-vector parts of the 
muonic current (difference between them does not contradict 
the existing experimental data"" ) . Note, that to take into 
account the deviation from the V-A-structure of the leptonic 
current is the same as to consider both the right-handed 
and the left-handed currents. In this case the intensity 
of the left-handed currents is defined by the coefficient 
(av+aA)/2 , and the intensity of the right-handed currents 
is proportional to (av -aA)/2. 

The second class currents in the axial-vector part of a free 
nucleon current may be introduced by using the requirement of 
the relativistic invariance in two equivalent ways: with the 
help of the term FTaap q p b ,  as in eq. (I), or by adding the 
term iF~p, Y b  (where Pa = Pi a + P , ) . In the nucleus this equiva- 
lence is violated, since nucleons are not on the mass-shell. 



.%son exchange second c las s  currents  i n  the  KDR mode2 /I2/. 

Then, investigating the meson exchange SCC contribution,one 
has to take into account the off-mass-shell effects. This may 
be done,for example, by introducing the SCC as a sum of two 
above-mentioned terms /I2/. In the KDR model employed for the 
case of muon capture the contribution of Feynman diagrams 
shown in the Figure is taken into account. In this case the 
muonic charge current is taken in the form ( 4 ) ,  and expres- 
sions for the orresponding hadronic (meson exchange) currents 
are given in / 1 G 

Since $ls ( r )  is a slowly-varying function within the nuc- 
lear volume, one may extract this function from inside the 
matrix elements and use only the average value as a good appro- 
ximat ion ,Ie4* 25 /, 

where R is a reduction factor taking into account the finite 
extent of the nuclear transition density, M A  and Z are the 
mass and the charge of nuclei, a is the fine structure con- 
stant. 

The differential rate of polarized muon capture by light 
nuclei (for Gamow-Teller transitions) summed over the final 
spin states of the nucleus and the neutrino, averaged over 
the initial spin state of the nucleus and calculated with 
allowance for the meson exchange SCC by the KDR model has the 
f orm 

1-K2 q m p  2 2 Here C . - -; 8, =(l -mu /E, 1 "  and E,= -AE are 
I + K ~  EVEU E~ 

the velocity and the energy of the muonic neutrino; Ep = 
= m  - r ,  and m are the energy and the rest mass of the muon; 
t8?s its biding energy in the K-orbit of the mesoatom; & 
is the transferred energy; parameter K = aA/av is the ratio 
of the axial-vector and vector constants of the muonic cur- 
rent; the parameter b= (FT+ Fk)/FA , where P T  and F+ are the 
usual tensor form factor and the one taking into account the 
off-mass-shell effects; the paramenter* 5 = /3 + y determi- 
nes the contribution of the meson exchange SCC, where B and 
Y take into account interactions of pions with nucleons and 
of a-mesons with nucleons and pions; quantities L and J are 
the ratios of matrix elements of the time and the space com- 
ponents of the exchange SCC"~' to the Gamow-Teller matrix 

A 
i + element < i =  X 1 G i  r - > ;  ep is the unit vector of muon polariza- 

- 0  -, tion; p,, = pv/pV is the unit vector in the direction of muo- 
nic neutrino momentum; dfl, is the solid angle of the neutrino; 
the "tilde" over the parameters (form factors) shows that 
they are normalyzed by the axial-vector form factor Fk 

In order to derive equation (6) only the leading order 
terms proportional to SCC parameters andE,/2MN are retained. 
Here 1 enters in the kinematic factor through its momentum 
p,, as well as in the matrix element through its velocity 
Bv (quadratic dependence) and through the quantity C (linear 
dependence) . 

* We d r m  a t t en t ion  t o  the  fact  tha t  the second parameter 
o f  the KDR model i s  denoted here by the symbol ( t he  authors 
o f  /I2/ or ig inal ly  denoted it  by A ). In the present work A 
denotes the r a t i o  of the vector  and a x i a l v e c t o r  constants 
of nuc leonic  currents .  



Below, for the study of SCC effects in muon capture invol- 
ving Femi type transitions and mixed type transitions, a ge- 
neral expression for the Hamil tonian (see, for example, 
is used, in this case the meson exchange SCC in the KDR mo- 
del/12/are considered only in the axial-vector current of 
nucleons. 

We note that if the meson exchange SCC in the KDR model / 12/ 
are neglected, then it is enough to set the KDR model parame- 
ters as 5 = F T  and t = 0 in the corresponding expressions for 
the muon capture rate and the asymmetry coefficient which is 
considered below. In this case tensor form factor FT induced 
effects remain. 

In what follows we consider the asymmetry in the angular 
distribution of neutrino dW = 1 + ~ , , w s ( B  ), ws(B) = g,, ) , 
where 8 is the angle between the neutrino momentum and muon 
spin orientation. The asymmetry coefficient ap of neutrino 
emission with respect to the muon spin is deflned by the 
expression 

The coefficient a,," is analyzed for O+O, Gamow-Teller and 
mixed type transitions in the muon capture. 

a) @+ 0+ and 0 ++ 0 - transit ions 
It is well known (see, for example,'" ) that in these cases 

the coefficientap~ =-I no matter if there are SCC or not. 
But, if the neutrino rest mass and difference of K from 1 
are taken into account, then the ~oefficienta~ takes the 
following form: 

In order to consider thedeviation ofapu from the predic- 
tions t-£ the pure V-A-structure of the muonic charged current 
with the vanishing neutrino mass we introduce a quantity 

. .* a 
P Y 

- a 2 
Ct" m, 

d v I' 1 2 A(O+ 0) = - = + ( I  - K ) .  + 1 K . (9) 
V-A a 
Cc" 

2E EvEp 

Table I 
Deviation of a,,, from the predictions of the V-A-stmc- 
ture of the muonic current in super-allowed transitions 

k In Table 1 the expected values of A  are given for neutrino 
mass 0; 50; 500 keV and on the deviation of K from 1 within 
the limit of 1%: 0.99; 0.999; 1; 1.001; 1.01. It is seen from 
Table 1 that the coefficient a,,,, is sensitive to parameters 

and K :  nonzero mass and admixture of the right-handed 
z ~ e n t  decrease the absolute value of a,,, and that depends 
on the values of m  and^. Therefore, the consideration of 
the coefficient apvPin allowed O+ + O+ and forbidden O+ + 0' 
transitions in principal gives a chance to estimate the neut- 
rino rest mass muCl at a defined value of K using equation(8). 

b) Gamow-Teller transitions 

If Fp is not taken into account, then the coefficient a,,, 
may be reduced to the form (for the pure Gamow-Teller transi- 
t ions) 

Equation (9) may be used for the nuclear transitions withAl = 
= 1 provided that only the basic matrix elements in correspon- 
ding transitions are used in nuclear amplitudes. Here the simul- 
taneous analysis of effects due to q,, (with K = I, and ~ + 1  as 
well) and SCC is carried out. For this purpuse we consider the 
diffe'rence of a from predictions of the V-A-form of the p. 
muonic current wlth zero neutrino mass and vanishing SCC: 

V -A  

V -A 
where a,,, = 113. AGT is analyzed form, = 0; 50; 500 keV 
and K = 0.99; 0.999; 1; 1.001; 1.01. I.1 



TabZe 2 

Deviation of a from the  predictions of the  V-A- t: s t ruc ture  of t e muonic current wi th  no neutrino 
mass i n  the  case of absence of SCC for Gamow- 
Te ZZer t rans i t i ons  

TabZe 3 
Deviation of a ,, from the predictions of the V-A- 
s t ruc ture  of t t e  muonic current without SCC and 
m q  in- the case of 12c for the KDR modet parame- 
t e r s :  5 = 2 . 10-9 M ~ V "  and E = 5 * 10". 

In Table 2 the values of AGT are shown for the case with- 
out SCC. The Table 3 shows the values of AGT for the-case of 
nonvanishing SCC with parameters 3 = -2.10'3 MeVm1; f =5 ' lo-' 
(here for instance L is taken for nucleus; in a eneral 
case there must be an L for each individual Nucleus 81.12 / ) 
The contribution of SCC in up,, dominates and may reach up 
to 44%. 

In the case of Gamow-Teller transitions in the impulse 
approximation with allowance for the terms proportional to Fp 
and F j2MN, the coefficient ap,, can be given by an axpression 

A 

Using single-part icle matrix elements defined in l3O/ , we 
obtain the following asymptotic expression for the coefficient 
apv in the case of muon capture by 12c nucleus: 

We should underline that the term proportional toYA/12MN enters 
in equation (-1-3) with a weight 312 times greater, than in (12). 

c) Mixed transitions 

In order to consider mixed transitions (withhl = 0; I # 0) 
we employ the method of multipole expansion of the weak had- 
ronic c ~ r r e n t / ~ * * ~ ~ /  . In this case not only the axial-vector 
SCC (proportional to form factor ET) but also the form factor 
Fs should be taken into account when studying SCC induced ef- 
fects. This reduces the coefficienta,,, to the following exp- 
ression: 

2 
Here "1 = 1 - X2; rl2 = I +3h , where X = -1 .25  is the ratio 
of the axial-vector and vector constants of the nucleonic 
current. 

In the case of the pure V-A-structure of the leptonic cur- 
rent and the absence of the neutrino rest mass the expression 
for apv with both form factors Es and FT takes the form 

For the case of the finite neutrino mass, differance of the 
muonic current from the V-A-s truc ture and on neglecting SCC , 
the coefficient aP may be expressed as 

Without SCC andm and with K = 1 we have the expression 
"P 

a =- 1 - AZ 
pV 1+3X2 ' (17) 

We analyze the equation (14) with a quantity 
V-A 

apv -a,.',, m: m V I' 1 -3A 2 
d A = - - - - -  = - + ( 1 - K )  ---- a V-A 2E T + 

P" Ev E,' 1 + 3X 



Expected values for A without SCC are listed in Table 4.The 
contribution of SCC in mixed transitions may reach up to 6073 
depending on the concrete transition. 

Table 4 
Mixed transitions in the case of absence of SCC; 
the effects, induced by the neutrino mass in,, . 

I( 

Formally, the expressions for three above mentioned cases 
may be united into one (taking into account the pseudoscalar 
form factor Fp) as follows 

Here a and b have the following values: 
1 ) a = 1, b = 0 for super-allowed transitions o++ 0' (for 

example, p-+ 1°0 + leN + up ) and for the first forbidden 
transition 0++ 0'; 

2)0a = 0 b = I for Gamow-Teller transitions (for e ample, 
p-+ Li- 'HS + ~ . ~ ; p - +  12c+ ltB + up; p- + 12N+ ld(C + u 

etc.); cc; 

3) a = b = 1 for mixed transitions for example, p'+ p + n + 
+up ; p-+ - 'H + vp ; p-+ lB~(lfl) - 140(1/2) + vp ; etc.); 

Generally, weak magnetism also affects the asymmetry coeffi- 
cient up". However, the treatment of this effect goes beyond 
our present discussion. 

Thus, it follows from the performed analysis that to obtain 
complete understanding on the muonic neutrino rest mass mu .on 
difference of the parameter K from 1 (i.e., deviation of tEe 
muonic current from the V-A-structure) and on parameters of 
the second class current,the coefficient of neutrino emission 
asymmetry relative to the muon spin orientation aCtv in diffe- 

rent transitions under muon capture by light nucl'ei should 
be studied in a series of investigations. So, for example, 
if the deviation of the asymmetry coefficient up,, from -1  in 
the case of 0- 0 (super-allowed and first order forbidden) 
transitions is obtained, then the correlated value of the 
mass mu and parameter K may be determined, since they make 

C! 
the baslc contribution to coefficient aP . Experimental study 
of the ~oefficienta~ for Gamow-Teller transitions will pro- 
vide an additional information on SCC parameters (KDR model 
parameters 6 and c )  in the axial-vector part of the hadronic 
weak current. The vector second class current form factor Fs 
may be estimated from the consideration of mixed type transi- 
tions using KDR model parameter values, obtained from Gamow- 
Teller transitions. 

Thus to solve the acute problems (existence of SCC and non- 
zero neutrino mass), in the weak interaction, the precision 
measurements of angular and spin-angular correlation coeffi- 
cients in pdecay and muon capture are necessary. 

In conclusion the author expresses his thanks to Professor 
1.N.Mikhailov for the discussion on this work and valuable 
remarks done by him, to Professor Ts.Vylov for the discussion 
and constant interest in the work, and also to Dr.N.V.Samso- 
nenko for stimulating discussions. 
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KaTxaT s.n. E6-88- I 2 1 
Meso~~ble 06~e~Hb1e TOKU BTOpOrO p0aa 
w Macca H ~ ~ T ~ U H O  B npoqeccax P-3axsa~a 
JIeI'KkiMU RapaMU 

IIpoa~anu3upo~a~o BnwRHue napaMeTpoB ~ogenu Ky6oaepb1- 
nepop~a-po ( 5 H 5) , CKaTIFIPHOrO & o ~ M & ~ K T o ~ ~  (F, ) H MaCCbl 
nOKOR MIOOHHOrO H ~ ~ ~ T P U H O  (my ) Ha KO~@@H~U~HT aCUMMeTPuU Cc 
(apV) BbIJIeTa HefiTpUH0 OTHOCHTeJIbHO OPUeHTa~UU CnUHa MIOOHa 
B npoqeccax p--3axsa~a nerKuMu RapaMu. no~a3a~0, VTO, 
R3yVaR KO~@@U~H~HT B O +  0 lTepeXOaaX, MOXHO 04eHHTb MaCCy 
, B  MOB-~ennepo~c~wx nepexoaax - napaMeTpb1 5 w E , 
a B nepexoaax cMemaHHoro Twna - &OPM@~KTOP Fg. 

Pa6o~a BbInOJIHeHa B na60pa~opuki RaepHbIX npo6ne~ OmR. 

npenpmr 06neruole~tloro mcnrryra m e p m  ~ccneno~ILIIILii. Ay6m 1988 

Kathat C.L. E6-88- 12 1 
Meson Exchange Second Class Currents 
and the Neutrino Mass in the Muon Capture 
by Light Nuclei 

Influence of the Kubodera-Delorme-Rho model parameters 
([ and c), the scalar form factor (F, ) and the muonic neu- 
trino rest mass (my ) on the asymmetry coefficient ( a  ?v) 

C1 
of neutrino emission with respect to the muon spin orlen- 
tation in the muon capture by light nuclei is analyzed. 
It is shown that the mass m , the parameters < and 6, 
and the form factor F, may be estimated by studying the 
coeffi~ienta~, in 0.0, Gamov-Teller, and mixed transi- 
tions, respectively. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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